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Direct-current conductivity of ferric-doped (138,267, and 490 ppm) single crystals of KHS04 has been 
studied. The mechanism for the dc conduction process is discussed. It is observed that the ferric ion forms a 
(Fe3+-two vacancies) complex and the enthalpy for its formation is 0.09 f 0.01 eV. It is proposed that each 
ferric ion removes two protons from each HS04 dimer. The conductivity plot shows the presence of 
intrinsic and extrinsic regions. It is proposed that in the intrinsic region the dimer of HSO; breaks 
reversibly to form a long-chain monomer-type structure. The conductivity in the KHS04 crystal is 
proposed to be controlled by the rotation of HSO; tetrahedra along the axis which contains no hydrogen 
atom. Isotherm calculation for the trivalent-doped system is applied to this crystal and the results are 
compared with Co’+-doped KHS04 crystal. The distribution coefficient of ferric ion in the KHS04 single 
crystal is calculated to be 4.5 x 10-l. Ferric ion causes tapering in the crystal growth habit of KHS04 and it 
is believed to be due to the presence of (Fe3+-two vacancies) complex. The enthalpy values for the various 
other processes are as follows: enthalpy for the breakage of HSO; dimer (Hi) = 1.28 f 0.01 eV; enthalpy 
for the rotation of HSO; tetrahedron (H,,,) = 0.58 f 0.01 eV. 

1. Introduction 

There are large numbers of publications 
on the acid phosphates and arsenic crystals 
(1-S), but relatively fewer papers have been 
published on the acid sulfates, e.g., KHS04, 
NH4HS04, RbHS04, etc. (6, 7). Sharon and 
Kalia (7) have studied electrical conduction 
and tritium diffusion with pure and doped 
cobalt(I1) single crystals of KHS04. They 
have explained the results of the conductivity 
data by the synchronous rotation mechanism 
as proposed earlier by the same authors for 
the acid phosphate systems (5). It is argued 
that the HSO; tetrahedron rotates along its 
axis to facilitate the migration of protons 
from one HSO., group to the other HS04 
group. However, due to the presence of two 
types of HSO; tetrahedra (8) resulting from 
hydrogen bond linkage (Sr and SZ), the 
proton conduction mechanism in KHS04 

crystals becomes a little complicated. One 
needs to know whether both Si and SZ tetra- 
hedra contribute toward protonic conduc- 
tion or only one of them does. Because the S1 
tetrahedra exists in pairs and are linked by a 
double hydrogen bridge on both sides of the 
symmetry center, forming a double mole- 
cule, whereas the Sz tetrahedra are linked by 
a bridge repeating through the glide plan 
(100) thus forming an infinite chain along the 
a-axis (8-10). In the previous paper (7), it 
was proposed that in the intrinsic region the 
Si dimer breaks up into the !&-type struc- 
ture. But the migration of protons occurs 
only through a synchronized rotation of the 
&-type HSO; dimer (5). This argument was 
based on the electrical conduction results 
obtained with cobaltous(II)-doped KHS04 
single crystal, where it was expected that 
each cobalt(I1) ion would create one proton 
vacancy, which in turn, would facilitate the 
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formation of the &-type structure from the 
&-type dimer. If this argument is extended 
to a crystal doped with trivalent cations (e.g., 
Fe3+ ion) then each ferric ion can create two 
proton vacancies in the KHS04 crystal. The 
question arises, which proton would be 
removed? There are two possible ways by 
which the proton vacancies can be created in 
the S1 dimer, the first being the removal of 
both protons (i.e., two) from one single Sr 
dimer and the second being the removal of 
two protons from two different S1 dimers, 
i.e., one proton from each S1 dimer. If the 
former process occurs then there is a dis- 
continuity in the migration of protons, 
because the S1 dimer has no proton to help 
the proton migration by the synchronous 
rotation process. If this happens, then the 
conductivity values for the ferric-doped 
KHS04 single crystal (i.e., for the trivalent- 
doped crystal) should be lower than that 
obtained with the cobaltous-doped KHSO* 
(i.e., for the divalent-doped crystal), pro- 
vided both crystals contain the same concen- 
tration of dopant. However, if the latter 
process predominates then the conductivity 
in the extrinsic region should be higher for 
the ferric-doped crystal, because the number 
of &-type chains would have increased, 
which would facilitate proton migration. On 
the other hand, if protons are removed from 
the SZ long chain, then the continuity of the 
chain will be disrupted, which would 
decrease the conductivity of the ferric-doped 
crystal to a large extent compared to that of 
the cobaltous-doped KHS04 crystal. 
However, one cannot rule out various other 
permutations and combinations and it is then 
to be too difficult to obtain any definite 
answer, unless some other physical rigorous 
tests are performed to locate the densities of 
proton vacancies in the crystals doped with 
the trivalent ion. 

The present paper is thus an attempt to 
study the effect of ferric ion doping on the 
conductivity of the single crystal of KHS04. 
Attempts are made to calculate the enthalpy 

values for the various conduction processes 
by using an isotherm calculation. 

2. Experimental Technique and Results 

2.1. Growth of the Ferric-Doped KHSO4 
Single Crystal 

KHS04 crystals doped with Fe3’ were 
grown by the slow evaporation technique 
mentioned in our previous paper (7). 
Fe2(S04)3 was used as the dopant salt and 
55Fez(S04)3 in H2S04 (pH = 1.0) as a tracer. 
55Fez(S04)3 was prepared from “FeCL 
solution (obtained from BARC, India) by 
passing it through an anion exchange resin 
(IRA-420) column loaded with SO;* ions. 
The eluent thus contained carrier-free 
“Fe2(S0J3. The best growth rate of the 
crystal was observed at 25’C. The dis- 
tribution coefficient of Fe3+ into the KHS04 
crystal was calculated by the method dis- 
cussed earlier (5). The concentration of the 
dopant in each crystal was obtained without 
destroying the crystal (5). 

The distribution coefficient of Fe3’ in 
KHS04 single crystals was found to be 4.5 x 
10-r. 

It was observed that the crystal containing 
ferric ions greater than 400 ppm had 
changed its growth habit (i.e., showed a 
tapering). In the presence of ferric ions the 
growth rate of the crystal was also found to 
increase by four- to five-fold. The tapering of 
the crystal became very obvious with ferric 
ion concentrations greater than 600 ppm. 
The effect of the tapering is shown in Fig. 1. 
The first three crystals from the left have 
ferric ion concentrations in decreasing order 
(i.e., 1000, 490, and 23 ppm); the fourth is 
pure KHS04 single crystal. The first crystal 
from the left is yellow in color whereas the 
others are colorless. This tapering effect has 
also been observed with KH2P04 (12) doped 
with ferric ions. However, no such tapering 
was observed with cobalt(I1) doping in 
KHS04 single crystal (7). 
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FIG. 1. Crystal of KHS04 showing the tapering due to the Fe3+ dopant. Crystals from left to right 
contain 1000,490, and 23 ppm of Fe3+; the last one is pure KHSO+ 

2.2. de Conductance Studies 

A guard ring technique (5) was used to 
measure the dc conductivity of the KHSO, 
single crystals. Since aluminum was found to 
react with the KHS04 crystal, a thin film of 
graphite paint was deposited on the surface 
of the crystal to ensure good contact. A 
potential of 2.0 V was applied across the 
central electrode only when the required 
temperature had been maintained by this cell 
for 5-10 min. The resistance was measured 
within l-2 min of application of the dc 
potential, after which the potential was 
switched off. This method ensures a mini- 
mum dc electrolysis of the crystal. The 
conductivity was measured in the tempera- 
ture range 180 to -80°C. The results were 
reproducible for several heating and cooling 
cycles. No measurements were made with 
pure single crystal of KHS04, as it was not 
necessary for the present work, because a 
plot of log UT vs l/T showed the presence of 
extrinsic and intrinsic regions, and 
extrapolation of the intrinsic region toward 
low temperature would give the correct 
conductivity values for an ideally pure single 

crystal of KHS04 (Fig. 2) in the extrinsic 
region. All conductivity measurements were 
made under vacuum (iO-” Torr). 

FIG. 2. Variation of conductivity values vs reciprocal 
of absolute temperature (T) with KHS04 doped with 
Fe3+ ions. 
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The dc conductance measurements of the 
KHS04 crystal doped with Fe3+ cations (138, 
267, and 490 ppm) were made along the axis 
parallel to the c-axis. A plot of log crT vs l/T 
was then made for these crystals (Fig. 2). 
These plots are of the same nature as those 
observed with cobalt(II)-doped KHS04 (7). 
The intercepts and the slopes of the two 
regions (i.e., extrinsic and intrinsic) for each 
doped crystal were calculated by the method 
of least squares and, from these slopes, the 
enthalpies for conduction in the extrinsic and 
intrinsic regions were calculated (Table I). 
The enthalpy for the conduction (intrinsic 
region) is of the order of 1.22 to 1.3.0 eV and 
is comparable with the value 1.20 eV 
obtained with cobalt(II)-doped KHS04 
crystal (7). However, the enthalpy for 
conduction in the extrinsic region, i.e., 0.56 
to 0.64 eV, is higher than the value 0.48 eV 
obtained with cobalt(II)-doped KHS04 
crystals (7). A typical conductivity equation 
for the ferric-doped KHS04 (490 ppm) 
single crystal is given by 

aT=1.66x10gexp 
1.28 * 0.01 eV 

kT 

+ 1.25 x 10e2, exp 

Similarly the entropy values for the extrinsic 
and the intrinsic regions were calculated 
from their respective intercepts. These 

values are given in Table I. The specific 
conductivity values (i.e., c+T) at 303 and 
400 K of the KHS04 crystal containing 
cobalt(I1) and Fe3+ ion dopants (each crystal 
containing approximately the same concen- 
tration of dopant) are given below. 

KHS04 

(i) Cobalt 

303uT K 4OOcrT K 
(ohm-’ cm-’ K) (ohm-’ cm-’ K) 

doped (7) 
(ii) Ferric 

2.0 x lo-lo 3.0 x lo-’ 

doped 3.0 x 10-l’ 1.0x lo-’ 

These values show that the conductivity 
values (extrinsic regions) of the crystal doped 
with Fe3+ ions are considerably lower than 
those for the crystal doped with cobalt(I1) 
ions. In the intrinsic region there is little 
effect of these dopants. This is what one 
would expect to obtain. This also suggests 
that ferric ion must be affecting the Si dimer 
and creating two proton vacancies in the 
dimer. 

The enthalpy for the rotation (HR) of the 
HSO; ions (equivalent to the mechanism 
proposed for KH2P04 or NH4H2P04 (5)) 
can be calculated from the enthalpy for 
conduction in the intrinsic region (i.e., 
Iintrinsic = ;H,,, + HR) provided the enthalpy 
for the migration of the proton (H,,,) is cal- 
culated from the enthalpy for conduction in 
the extrinsic region (Hextrinsic = H,,, +iH,2). 

TABLE I 

ENTHALPIES (H), INTERCEPTS (A), ANDENTROPYCHANGE (AS) FORTHECONDUCTIVITY(ALONGTHE 
~-AXIS) OFTHEF~~+-DOPED KHS04 SINGLE CRYSTALS~ 

Amount 
of 

dopants 
(mm) 

Enthalpy for Enthalpy for 
conductance, conductance 

Hexmimic A 1,extrinsic &mimic Intrinsic 

(ohm-’ cm-‘) 
A2,intrinsic ASintrinsic 

(eV (eV K-‘) (eV) (ohm-’ cm-‘) (eV K-l) 

138 0.56kO.01 4.24 x 1O-2 -1.2 x 10-j 1.22*0.01 9.8 x 10’ 5.4 x 1o-4 
267 0.56zkO.01 5.43 x 1o-2 -1.2x 10-3 1.30*0.01 1.9 x 1o’O 9.8 x 1O-4 
490 0.64zkO.01 1.25 x 1O-2 -9.4 x 1o-4 1.28*0.01 1.7x lo9 7.7 x 1o-4 

a CT = [AI exp(-H/KT)l,xtrinsic+[A2 eXP(-H/KT)lintrinJic. 
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However, in order to calculate the accurate 
values of H,, the enthalpy for the association 
(H,) of impurity-vacancy complexes must be 
calculated (13), which may be obtained from 
the following isotherm calculations. 

2.3. Isotherm Calculations 

Isotherm calculation is based on the 
assumption that each dopant impurity would 
form an impurity-vacancy complex (17). In 
the present work, the crystal is doped with 
iron which can exist as either Fe’+ or Fe3+ 
ions. If ferrous ion is present in the crystal 
then calculation similar to that for Co2+ ion 
(7) can be performed (using Eq. (2)). In this 
case one would assume the formation of 
(Fe2+-vacancy) complex. On the other hand 
if Fe3+ ion is present in the crystal then it can 
form an (Fe3’-two vacancies) complex, and 
then the trivalent isotherm equation (3) 
should be used to calculate the various 
enthalpy values. 

Sharon and Kalia (II) have derived a 
general isotherm equation which is given as: 

c 
-=-&(l+B) 
duo 

&I(T) 
( 1 

n-l 
+(n-.l)"x,"(l+e) 

n-l g 
& * (1) 

One obtains, for a divalent-doped system 
(i.e., n = 2), 

C 
-=x,,(l+e)+K2(T)~;(l+8)~ 
U/U0 

(2) 

which is similar to the equation derived by 
Lidiard (I 7); For the trivalent-doped system 
(i.e., it = 3) one obtains 

~=xoW)+K3(T) C 
duo 2 

-x;(l+e)3 
8 

(3) 
where 

C = concentration of dopant 
u. =specific conductivity of a pure 

crystal at temperature T (in the 
extrinsic region) 

u = specific conductivity of the single 
crystal doped with an impurity of 
C concentration at temperature 
T (in the extrinsic region) 

x0= x1x2, where x1 and x2 are the 
molar fractions of two compli- 
mentary intrinsic defects 

K,(T) = equilibrium constant for the 
quasi-chemical reaction: 
Unassociated (+n)-valent 
impurity ions + unassociated 
vacancies 

+ (impurity (n - l)- 
vacancy complex) 

8 = u2/u1, where u2 and u1 are the 
mobilities of the two comple- 
mentary defects (i.e., xi and x2); 
however, with these crystals 
u2 = O(6), and hence 8 = 0 

n = valence state of the dopant 

Both Eqs. (2) and (3) would give a linear 
plot and from the slopes and the intercepts of 
the two plots the enthalpy values for the 
various conduction processes can be cal- 
culated. But only one of the two equations 
would show a correct enthalpy value for the 
ferric-doped KHS04 single crystal. 

2.31. Isotherm Calculations from Eq. (2) 
(i.e., where n =2). A plot of C/(u/u,) vs 
(u/uo) was made (Fig. 3). The slope and the 
intercept of each isotherm were calculated by 
the method of least squares. From these 
values the molar concentration of x0 and the 
equilibrium constant K2( T) for the different 
temperatures were calculated. Since both 
these terms (i.e., x0 and K2(T)) have an 
activation energy (S), plots were made of 
log x0 vs l/T (Fig. 4) and log K2 vs l/T (Fig. 
5) to calculate the enthalpy values. From the 
slopes of these linear plots, the enthalpy for 
the formation of intrinsic defect (&.2+) and 
the enthalpy for the association of (Fe2’- 
vacancy) complex (HaFez+) were calculated 
respectively. These values are shown in 
Table II. The enthalpy for migration of the 
defects was calculated from the equation 
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FIG. 3. Variation of C/(u/uc) vs u/a0 for n = 2. 

Hextrinsic = SLFez+ + &, where Hextrinsic is 
the experimentally observed value (from Fig. 
2) and HaFez+ is calculated from isotherm 
calculation. Once H, is calculated enthalpy 
for the formation of defect (H&J+ > can also 
be calculated from the equation Hintrinsic = 

b All H,,, values are calculated from the equation 
H extrinsic =(lInML+Hm. 

’ All Hk values are calculated from the equation 
Hinmimic = $Hk + Hm. 

FIG. 4. Variation of log xc vs l/T for n = 2 (Fe’+- d All Ha values are calculated from the equation 
doped KHS04). K,(T)=Zexp(-HdkT). 

FIG. 5. Variation of log K2 vs l/T for n = 2 (Fe3+- 
doped KHSOJ. 

iHkp.z+ + Hmwz+ (13) where Hintrinsic is the 
experimentally observed value (from Fig. 2) 
and HmFe2+ is calculated from Hare2 + . All 
these values are shown in Table II. This 
calculation was made to confirm whether 
iron has occupied as Fe’+ state in the crystal. 

TABLE II 

ENTHALPY~ALUES~ALCULATEDFORTHE KHS04 
CRYSTAL DOPED WITHF~~+IONS AND Co*+ IONS 

eV eV 

H Rco2+a 1.18*0.01 HaFc2+ 0.56 f 0.01 
H b mcb2+ 0.55 *O.Ol H&2+’ 2.04kO.01 
H d CCL?+ -0.14+0.01 HR~~~+ 1.28kO.01 

H&32+ 1.30*0.01 H,,,, 0.58*0.01 
H R&%2+ 1.87kO.01 Ha,,, 0.09*0.01 
H mx+2+ 0.25 *O.Ol H&s+ 1.38kO.01 

’ All HR values are calculated from the equation 
xc=exp(-Ha/kT). 
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4----.tdo. . “30’ . ‘360’ ” 
ca/a0+ 

FIG. 6. Variation of C/(rr/q,) vs (o/& for n = 3. 

If it has, then one would expect Hati*+= 
H we2+ and HR&z+ = H&Z+ = HkFs2+. 
From Table II it is clear that this is not the 
case. Hence, further calculations were made 
with Eq. (3). 

2.32. Isotherm Calculations from Eq. (3) 
(i.e., where II = 3). Similar calculations were 

T 
5 ,.’ 
a 

4 

\ 

0 

FIG. 7. Variation of logxo vs l/T for n =3 (Fe3+- 
doped KHSOJ. 

repeated using Eq. (3). However, in this case 
a plot of C/(a/aJ vs (a/~>~ was made (Fig. 
6). In similar fashion x0 (Fig. 7) and &(T) 
(Fig. 8) were calculated for different 
temperatures, and from these HRF,3+ and 
H aF,3+ were calculated. The calculation of 
H m&J+ was made by using the general equa- 
tion derived by Sharon and Kalia (7) with 
n = 3, i.e., Hextiinsic = HmFe3+ + 1/3I&+3. 
Similarly H&+ was calculated by using the 
equation Hinttinsic = H&.3+ + 1/2Hm,+3+. 
The enthalpy values obtained by these cal- 
culations are shown in Table II. 

The comparison of Hh,, H,,,.-+ HRFe3+, 
and J&.3+ values show that they are 
comparable (Table II). This suggests that 
iron-doped KHS04 contains mainly ferric 
ions and not ferrous ions. 

3.1. Mechanism for Conduction 

The isotherm calculations have confirmed 
that the iron-doped KHS04 single crystal 
contains mainly ferric ions and not ferrous 
ions. 

-1 

I 

FIG. 8. Variation of log Kx vs l/T for n = 3 (Fe3+- 
doped KHS04). 
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The next pertinent question to understand 
is the mechanism of the conduction in 
KHS04 and then to assign these enthalpy 
values for the corresponding processes. 

KHS04 contains two types of distinct 
HSO; tetrahedra in the crystal. One is a long 
chain (Sz type) similar to the phosphate 
structure, forming an infinite chain along the 
u-axis. The other is a dimer structure (Si 
type) in which the tetrahedra are linked by 
double hydrogen bridges on both sides of the 
symmetry center, forming a double mole- 
cule. Each dimer is an entity of its own and is 
not connected with another dimer (8, 14- 
16). If the conduction is to take place via the 
monomer chain-type structure (SZ type) and 
if the synchronous rotation mechanism is 
operative (5) then one would not expect a 
break in the conductivity plot. On the other 
hand, if conduction occurs through the Sl- 
type dimer, then it will show a two-step 
process (Fig. 9). First, the dimer will have to 
break to form the &-type structure. Then 
the proton migration would occur through 
rotation of the newly formed &-type struc- 
ture. The breakage of the dimer requires 
high temperatures. In other words, at high 
temperature more of the S-type dimers 
would break into the &-type chain thus 
increasing the population of the &-type 

O‘\ / o/s\ o-H----o\ /O O----H-O/s ---lo 
(s,-tYPe) 

I I 

I I 
“\,/” 

H--O/ ‘\ 
O\/O 

o--++o/ \. 

FIG. 9. Transition behveen the St- and the &-type 
structure at high temperature. 

chain. This increase of the long-chain 
&-type would correspondingly increase the 
conductivity values of the crystal. There 
would be a critical temperature, however, 
below which the breakage of the S-type 
dimer would not occur. 

Therefore, conduction of crystals at low 
temperature will be due to the &-type 
structure, while at high temperature it will be 
due to the &-type structure initially present 
plus that due to newly formed &-type 
structure from the S-type dimer. These two 
processes would show a break in the conduc- 
tivity plot. This is what we have observed. 
The enthalpy of conduction (HRFe3+ or 
f&es+ ) at high temperature would be 
equivalent to the enthalpy for the breakage 
of the S1- type dimer to the $-type long 
chain (Hi), whereas, at lower temperature the 
enthalpy for conduction would be due to 
enthalpy for the rotation of the HS04 tetra- 
hedron (H,). The mechanism by which the 
S-type structure becomes S2 type is shown 
in Fig. 10 (steps l-2). The proton from the 
end of the structure is discharged at the 
cathode (step 3). After this, rotation of HS04 
tetrahedron occurs through the axis contain- 
ing no covalent bonded hydrogen (step 4). In 
doing so, after every proton removal, one 
HS04 group is converted into an SO., group 

o--gP y 2 0’ ‘o--A+.--0 
s P--+---o, p + 

+,---“-(jA 0 04+ ” 0, 

FIG. 10. Synchronous rotation conduction mecha- 
nism in single crystals of KHSO+ 
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(step 4), which would suggest that after a 
prolonged dc electrolysis the KHS04 crystal 
would become the KzS04 type. 

State (III) is very similar to the &-type 
structure whereas state (IV) is much different 
from either the Si- or the &-type tetra- 
hedron and has no proton to help in the 
migration by the rotation process. It is worth 
mentioning that though the KHS04 crystals 
show conductivity plots similar to NaCl-type 
conductivity plots, the mechanism of the 
proton migration in KHS04 is entirely 
different from the mechanism of vacancy 
migration process in NaCl crystals. 
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